
BRISTOL  BAY :
 
The  wild  and  rugged  Bristol  Bay  region  in  Southwest  Alaska

is  famous  for  its  world-class  wild  sockeye  salmon  runs  and

incredible  sport  fishing  opportunities .  The  plentiful  salmon

of  the  region  have  sustained  local  Alaska  Native  people  for

thousands  of  years ,  support  thousands  of  American  jobs ,

and  feed  people  all  over  the  world .

In  2020 ,  Pebble  is  the

closest  it  has  ever  been  to

becoming  a  reality  in

Bristol  Bay .  With  the

permitting  process  on

track  to  be  completed  by

fall  of  2020 ,  it 's  imperative

that  sportsmen  and

women  sign  on  to  the

petition  calling  on

President  Trump  to  deny

Pebble 's  key  federal

permit .  

 

Add  your  name  today  at  

Bristol  Bay ’s  wild  landscape

holds  six  major  rivers  and

hundreds  of  lakes  that

produce  the  largest  run  of

sockeye  salmon  on  the

planet ,  and  trophy-sized

rainbow  trout  and  other

coldwater  fish  species .   The

region  attracts  anglers

from  all  over  the  world  who

seek  the  “once  in  a  lifetime”

Alaska  fishing  experience .

The  sport  fishery  and

fishing  tourism  is  a  $90

million  annual  economy

that  supports  over  1 ,000

jobs .  Anglers  have  been  a

critical  role  in  the  efforts  to

protect  this  sporting

paradise .

In  order  to  acquire  copper

and  gold  from  the  deposit ,

Pebble  would  permanently

destroy  105 .4  miles  of

streams  and  2 ,226  acres  of

wetlands .  The  proposed  1

mile  wide  and  a  quarter

mile  deep  open  pit  would

transform  the  mine  site ,  and

associated  infrastructure

would  irreparably  destroy

critical  salmon  habitat .  The

proposed  transportation

corridor  includes  90+ miles

of  roads  with  200  stream

crossings  and  8  large

bridges ,  an  ice-breaking

ferry  system  on  Iliamna

Lake ,  and  a  188  mile  natural

gas  pipeline  across  Cook

Inlet .  
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